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LEC MEDICAL EXPANDS REFRIGERATION RANGE WITH LARGE CAPACITY 

MODELS 

Lec Medical – the UK’s leading medical refrigeration manufacturer - has extended its 

innovative range of medical refrigeration with the addition of large capacity models in 600L 

and 1200L sizes. Suitable for hospitals, laboratories and clinics, these latest models bear all 

the hallmarks of Lec’s pioneering designs and boast the ultimate in performance, security 

and reliability. 

 

Models now available in 600 and 1200 litre sizes include four fridges in glass and solid door 

options, together with two freezers, and all boast a number of innovative design features. 

These include an advanced digital controller that meets MHRA guidelines and which 

displays the internal air temperature and load temperature in increments of 0.1⁰C for 

improved accuracy, and FREE ‘Heart’ Temperature Monitoring Software also comes as 

standard. 

 

Available in single and double door options and featuring a striking new green top cover, all 

refrigeration models feature auto defrost, whilst both fridges and freezers feature rollers for 

ease of movement. A fully removable door seal is available on all glass models and most 

models also feature a fitted light. All models come with a fitted lock.         
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Lec Medical’s Brand Manager, Carolyn Holland comments “The introduction of these latest 

models comes in response to demand from those busy hospitals, clinics and labs that 

require large capacity storage for volume vaccines and drugs.” 

 

Carolyn adds: “Given the ever increasing issues of security within hospitals, these new 

models are also fully lockable and come complete with two keys. This not only ensures that 

the contents are kept safe, it helps prevent unauthorised access.”	  

 
Custom Designed Digital Controller: For improved functionality and accuracy, all models 

incorporate a new custom designed digital controller that can show air and simulated load 

temperature readings in increments of 0.1 decimal place via the external digital LED 

display. Not only does this mean that the temperature is easier and more accurate to record 

daily, but there is a better awareness of how the unit is functioning and increased 

confidence that the contents are being kept safely within the required temperatures. The 

new digital controller can also be locked for added security and is easy to wipe clean. 

 

FREE ‘Heart’ Temperature Monitoring Software  

As well as constantly recording the air and load temperatures, this software also holds a full 

seven day alarm history. Once downloaded, it not only shows if an alarm has been 

activated, but the reason why and for how long; thereby further strengthening security. 
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Additional peace of mind comes courtesy of a two-year parts and labour warranty and the 

backing of an extensive network of service engineers. A UK-based award winning customer 

care centre also provides unrivalled levels of after sales support, service and maintenance. 

 
The Lec Medical brand is part of Glen Dimplex Professional Appliances (GDPA) that in turn 

is part of the multi-national Glen Dimplex Group. For further information visit www.lec-

medical.co.uk or call 0844 248 4220. 
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PHOTO-CAPTION:  

Pictured here; the PGR1200 – a new glass 

fronted 1200 litre double door medical 

refrigerator launched by Lec Medical in response 

to demand from busy hospitals, clinics and labs 

that require large capacity storage for volume 

vaccines and drugs. 

 

 

 

	  

	  


